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Abstract

For some time, Western sources have been accusing Moscow of backing the Taliban regime in Afghanistan. However, little effort has been done to analyze the modalities of this support and the way it relates to Moscow's overall policies and objectives in Central and Southern Asia. This essay sets out to explain both the trend in Russia’s policies towards Afghanistan between 2013 and 2017, and the reasons underneath them. It explores Russia's actions vis-à-vis contending forces in Afghanistan and Central Asia in the broader context of Moscow's rapprochement with Pakistan, its ties to India and China and overall anti-Americanism that has grown exponentially since 2014. We argue that this approach would provide a better understanding of Russia’s policies and objectives in Afghanistan.
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After extensive deliberation over its course of action in Afghanistan in 2017 the Trump Administration sent more troops with enhanced rules of engagement to Afghanistan. Undoubtedly the new strategy will mark an eventful change in the past strategy that is deemed to have failed. But for a new strategy to be maximally effective it must take into account all the relevant political, military, and other factors that pertain to the war in Afghanistan e.g. the nature of Russian activities and objectives in Afghanistan. In fact, there is almost no existing analysis of Russia’s activities in regard to Afghanistan, let alone its objectives. The most recent answer that Moscow is providing assistance to the Taliban because it wants to displace Pakistan as the main foreign power in Afghanistan is not persuasive and fails to take into account the wider picture. It is quite unlikely that Moscow thinks it can or should displace Pakistan here on an issue that is of the utmost importance to the Pakistani military-political elite and still be making overtures to Pakistan as Russia is now doing. Indeed, for Pakistan a friendly, i.e. pro-Pakistani regime in Kabul is a vital interest, just as a pro-Indian government in Kabul is a vital interest for Pakistan’s rival, India.

Clearly other answers and considerations than simply displacing Pakistan apply here. In fact, Russian policy coincides with a decided and visible turn towards rapprochement with Pakistan since 2013. Indeed, for the first time Russia and Pakistan recently concluded joint maneuvers in the North Caucasus, a sure sign of growing common interests. Furthermore, Pakistan has approved Russia’s request to use the strategic Gwadar port for trade and access to the Indian Ocean. This rapprochement would not be possible or reciprocated if Pakistan believed Moscow was trying to move it out of the Afghan picture. Moreover, this Russo-Pakistani rapprochement suggests where we should look for answers to the questions of what Moscow is doing in Afghanistan and why. And this rapprochement with Pakistan is in itself a relatively new development whose roots and purposes must be

accounted for. Therefore, if we are to understand Russian actions and goals in Afghanistan we must take into account not only those activities, but also Russian interests and policies in Central and South Asia and its overall relationship with China and Iran, all of whom are involved with Russia here. Indeed, not only Pakistan, but also China and Iran clearly seem to be supporting Russia or collaborating with its actions to date in regard to Afghanistan. For these reasons any assessment of Russian policies must comprise a wider field of relationships than a mere analysis of bilateral Russo-Afghan relations.

The Larger Framework of Russian Activities and Policies in Afghanistan

Russia's enhanced activities since 2012-13 in Afghanistan provides a key piece of the puzzle because it is already well known that it is supporting the Taliban and supplying them with weapons as cited below. But to grasp Moscow's activities in their totality the larger point that must be understood is that the war in Afghanistan is no longer merely about terrorism. Rather the war in Afghanistan has morphed beyond being primarily the theater of the US global war on terrorism or a US-Taliban war into being a proxy war that not only involves the US and the Taliban but also key powers and neighbors such as India, Pakistan, Iran, China, and Russia as much as it is a counter-terrorism operation. As one recent assessment observes,

“The war in Afghanistan is best viewed on three levels: a war among Afghans, with the Taliban seeking to regain control of the entire nation; a contest for influence among regional powers such as India, Iran, Pakistan, and Russia; and an international fight led by the United States against terrorists whose sanctuary depends on the first two conflicts.”

Indeed, for Pakistan, if not India, ensuring a favorable standing among any Afghan regime has become a vital interest, one that has led the Pakistani government and armed forces to support the Taliban and other terrorist groups like the Haqqani network in support of a thoroughly conceived anti-Indian, if not anti-American, strategy. Therefore whatever happens in Afghanistan has repercussions in both South and Central Asia as well as in international relations and security as a whole. While much journalism in the last few years has grasped that Pakistan sees the present Afghan government as an Indian proxy against whom it is waging war by supporting terrorists in both India and Afghanistan, Russia's rapprochement with Pakistan since 2013 and current support for the Taliban show that it too is

8. A. Gul, “China, Pakistan, Russia to Meet on Afghanistan, Angering Kabul Leaders”, op. cit.
using the Taliban and Afghanistan as a theater for an anti-American proxy war.

The US/NATO Commander in Afghanistan, General John Nicholson (USA) has observed, that Russia claims the Taliban are the ones fighting the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIS) in order to lend the Taliban legitimacy, undermine the Afghan government and NATO’s effort to bolster it and its army.9 More recently he has pointed to Russia’s arming the Taliban over the last 18-24 months through its base in Tajikistan coinciding with Moscow’s operations in Syria.10

Meanwhile, Iran too is evidently collaborating with Russia against US objectives.11 And that collaboration may be growing as recent Irano-Russian contacts suggest.12 This is particularly evident in the energy sphere where Russia and Iran are negotiating several new major energy deals.13 Furthermore, Beijing stands behind Moscow, Islamabad, and Tehran and provides political support for Russian and Iranian policies and immense economic assistance to Pakistan, e.g. the $46 Billion pledged to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).14 Meanwhile Moscow is apparently staffing its embassy in Kabul with former Soviet officials, holding talks in Moscow and Tajikistan with Taliban officials, removing certain of the Taliban’s figures from official sanctions lists, and providing weapons that helped the Taliban overrun Kunduz in 2016. While Moscow and Tehran may be hedging against an ISIS victory in Afghanistan, Russian Ambassador to Afghanistan, Alexander Mantytsky defends these actions as being necessary to ensure the security of its embassy, consulates, and of Central Asia.15 Thus two key facts of Russian policy here are its effort to coordinate with Iran and China as well as Pakistan against the US And all those elements go into Russia’s Afghanistan policy.

In other words, one of the novel features of Russian policy is this coordination with Iran in both Syria and Afghanistan, suggesting a broader Irano-Russian partnership across the Middle East for all the differences between them. Likewise, coordination with China in Central Asia is not new.

---

11. Ibid; C. Gall, “In Afghanistan, U.S. Exits, and Iran Comes In”, op. cit.
15. “Russia and Iran’s Ties with Taliban Stoke Fears of Proxy War in Afghanistan”, op. cit.
but it certainly is new in South Asia where for years India was Moscow’s preferred partner and Pakistan was a state suspected for complicity with terrorists and a nuclear proliferator. These new partnerships highlight the fact that Russia, for all its expansive ambitions to great power status globally cannot sustain a purely unilateral policy in South and Central Asia. It must align itself with like-minded partners and find ways to smooth over any differences between them as in the case of apparent Irano-Russian differences and a long history of mutual suspicion.

Consequently, anti-Americanism, despite its prominence in Russian foreign and defense policy, is not the only motive for Russia’s activities and policy here. The rapprochement with Pakistan and support for the Taliban are bound up with Russian objectives in both Central and South Asia, Russian ties to Iran, and Russian relations with China. Thus a fuller grasp of Russian policy and goals not only helps clarify the Afghan situation and the larger context in which that war is currently being fought, it also helps explain why and how Russia is now obstructing US efforts, what it hopes to gain, and exposes in greater depth the connections to both Central and South Asian regional security, the links between them, and the dangers to be faced in both arenas. It will also clarify to what degree the partnership, if not alliance, between Russia and China extends into South and Central Asia and what kinds of military-political collaboration are embodied within it.

Russian Policy

The evolution of Moscow’s approach to Afghanistan

Russia’s position regarding Afghanistan and Central Asia was already taking shape by 2011, despite the previous establishment of the Northern Distribution Network (NDN) through Russia to Afghanistan. Already by 2011 Russian Ambassador Zabulov, saw the situation there as deteriorating from day to day.\(^{18}\) Russia’s Presidential Representative in Afghanistan, Zamir Kabulov, told a press conference in May 2011 that the Afghanistan situation is constantly degrading.\(^{19}\) Moreover, Moscow had already long since loudly objected to any US military presence in Central Asia beyond Afghanistan because it aims to consolidate its position as unchallenged security manager of an exclusive sphere of influence in Central Asia. Therefore, foreign bases are unacceptable. In 2003, Russian Ambassador to India, Vyacheslav Trubnikov, stated that the US bases in Central Asia were redundant since Russia played the major stabilizing role there. Their only utility was in contributing to the anti-terror campaign in Afghanistan therefore should be terminated once that role ends.\(^{20}\) Thus at that time Moscow remained torn between desiring to see a US presence to stabilize Afghanistan, wanting to see the US leave, and fears of threats to Afghanistan and Central Asia if the US’ departure led to a Taliban victory.

Since then, of course Russo-American relations have declined to the point where Russian spokesmen say they could not be worse.\(^{21}\) A flood of Russian statements say that America is striving to uphold a dominant position in a fast disappearing or already obsolete old world order, thereby denying Russia’s ascent to global great power status, that Washington is supporting movements aiming to undermine Russian statehood, that it intervenes forcefully in Middle Eastern countries (including Afghanistan) without any idea how to achieve a positive outcome and therefore makes bad

---

\(^{18}\) Moscow, *Interfax-AVN Online*, in English, 26 May 2011, retrieved from Open Source Center, Foreign Broadcast Information Service, Central Eurasia (henceforth FBIS SOV); A. Avramov, “Fiasco-NATO’s New Musical”, *Duma*, in Bulgarian, 1 February 2012, retrieved from *FBIS SOV*.

\(^{19}\) Ibid.


situations worse. Many commentators talk about a new Cold War and it is quite clear that anti-Americanism at home and abroad has long been a major if not the major driver of Russian foreign policy. For example, Ambassador extraordinaire and former deputy foreign minister Nikolai Spassky wrote that “There is no greater joy for a Russian intellectual than to speculate about a decline of America.” He is not alone in that sentiment.

One enduring charge is that the US seeks to encircle Russia militarily. And US policy in Afghanistan unfortunately strengthened that perception, especially as the policy was mediated through a policy process that is predisposed to give worst-case scenarios for US policies and remains uncontrolled by civilian and domestic institutions not to mention legal ones.

**Russian vision on US policy in Afghanistan**

In this context repeated gambits by factions within the Obama Administration or the entire administration for bases in Afghanistan and possibly Central Asia after 2012 sent up red flags in Russia even as Moscow at the same time fully understood that American forces were supposed to leave Afghanistan by 2014. Not only did Russia see the US move for bases as a threat to Russian security interests, its officials also publicly decried what they believed to be Washington’s mistake of leaving too soon and in too much haste thereby leaving Russia with what it believed was a major threat to it and its Central Asian “clients.” Given Moscow’s default option of a worst-case assessment the paradoxical facts that the US was reducing forces

27. R. Weitz, “Moscow’s Afghan Endgame”, op. cit.
in Afghanistan and clearly not doing well there only abetted the belief in a nefarious design to preserve bases from which to threaten Russia and its supposed Central Asian clients. That conclusion further galvanized Moscow’s decision to open talks with the Taliban against the prospect of their victory or that in Afghanistan of ISIS, which emerged as a force by 2013.

As the Arab Spring had just begun Moscow’s fears for the stability of Central Asia ratcheted up sharply. Thus on April 13, 2011 Russia’s anxiety about the possibility of the Arab revolutions spreading to Central Asia was the topic of a public discussion in the Duma. Duma members and Deputy Foreign Minister Grigory Karasin urged these states to make timely reforms from above lest they be swept away like those in North Africa. Since Russia’s goals are stability, without which these states cannot draw closer to Russia, Karasin recommended the formation from above of a civil society, international and inter-religious peace, responsibility of leaders for the standard of living of the population, the development of education and work with youth.\(^\text{28}\) In other words, Karasin called on Central Asian leaders to emulate Moscow’s own efforts to build a “Potemkin democracy.” President Medvedev at the time not only saw the Arab Spring as part of a scenario hatched from outside to threaten Russia and its Muslim friends and neighbors, he also told Uzbek President Islam Karimov that those events required even closer synchronization between Moscow and Central Asia on all issues.\(^\text{29}\)

These statements clearly apply to the US and Europe as Russian officials regularly claim that the US had and still has a conscious plan that it has implemented to promote revolutions to democratize Central Asia.\(^\text{30}\) But while this is certainly not nor has it ever been the case in Central Asia, the preponderance of evidence clearly points to Russia as the instigator of the Kyrgyz revolution in 2010.\(^\text{31}\)

By 2013 not only had Russo-American relations begun to deteriorate, Russia’s rapprochement with Pakistan had also begun to accelerate, and Russian views about Afghanistan became still gloomier. The threat assessment held then by Russia and most Central Asian states, except

---


possibly Kazakhstan, had become that the prognosis for Afghanistan after the end of the Hamid Karzai regime was highly unstable and imminently dangerous.\textsuperscript{32} This assessment has continued into the present. For example, at the end of 2014, Moscow flatly labeled NATO policy as a failure.\textsuperscript{33} Indeed, by 2013 if not earlier, Russia’s ambassador to Afghanistan, Andrei Avetisyan, was warning that NATO was repeating the mistake of the 1990s abandoning Afghanistan in the middle of the war against terrorism and that this would have predictably tragic results.\textsuperscript{34} Avetisyan’s remarks reflected and summed up a series of other pessimistic Russian opinions.\textsuperscript{35}

Similarly Avetisyan repeatedly and publicly stated that the Afghan armed forces are not ready to replace NATO.\textsuperscript{36} A Foreign Affairs Ministry official writing in the ministry’s journal \textit{International Affairs}, openly stated not only his own belief that the Taliban would sooner or later take over Afghanistan, but also that unnamed US intelligence reports concurred that the Afghan government is incapable of ruling the country and would steadily lose influence until it is confined to separate cities.\textsuperscript{37} It was also at this time that key Russian leaders began inveighing that the greatest threat to Russia was ISIS whom they saw rising in Afghanistan. And they even considered open cooperation with other actors against it, possibly hinting at its future support for the Taliban and Pakistan.\textsuperscript{38} This is also about when Moscow opened contacts with the Taliban whom it clearly regards as the lesser evil, presumably due to its mounting fears about Afghanistan and Central Asia’s future.\textsuperscript{39}

---

\textsuperscript{32} “Voennaia doktrina Rossiskoi Federatsii” [Russian doctrine of the Russian Federation], President of Russia, 26 December 2014, \url{http://kremlin.ru}; and J. Kucera, “Kremlin Talks UP ISIS Threat to Central Asia, Russia”, Eurasia Insight, 6 January 2015, \url{https://eurasianet.org}.

\textsuperscript{33} Pajhwok Afghan News, in English, 31 December 2014, retrieved from FBIS SOV.

\textsuperscript{34} TOL News Online, in English, 13 September 2013, retrieved from FBIS SOV.


\textsuperscript{36} Interview with Russian Ambassador to Afghanistan: “Andrei Avetisyan: ‘Les forces afghanes ne sont pas prêtes à remplacer l’OTAN’” [Andrey Avetisyan: “Afghan forces are not ready to replace NATO”], \textit{Le Monde}, 3 July 2012, \url{www.lemonde.fr}.


\textsuperscript{38} “Putin Considers Throwing Russia Into ISIS Fight: Report”, NBC News, 22 September 2014, \url{www.nbcnews.com}.

\textsuperscript{39} A. Roth, “Russia Is Sharing Information With the Taliban to Fight the Islamic State”, \textit{The Washington Post}, 23 December 2015, \url{www.washingtonpost.com}. S. Yousafzai, “A Taliban-Russia Team-Up Against ISIS?” \textit{The Daily Beast}, 26 October 2015, \url{www.thedailybeast.com}.
Russia-Central Asia relations and their joint stance on Afghanistan

Since then this assessment has driven Russian and Central Asian thinking about security threats in Central Asia. For example, Zamir Kabulov, Moscow’s Special Representative to the Russian President for Afghanistan, said that if Trump “decides to withdraw the contingent, then everything will collapse.” But while Russia “has a stake in Afghanistan”, it also wants others as much as possible to defend that stake and its policies are shot through with ambivalence, as it was not prepared to send troops to Afghanistan or even to the border with Tajikistan. But since the 2014 invasion of Ukraine Moscow has now conducted exercises on a regular basis in Central Asia and is using the base in Tajikistan as its conduit to the Taliban with whom it has had contacts since 2007. This clearly reflects a change in policy after 2014. Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu stated that Russian and Tajik defense forces must be ready for any scenario, including the most negative one. Therefore it is essential to bolstering the combat potential of those forces and the 201-division base in Tajikistan.

Shoigu’s argument reflected a heightened urgency in Moscow that its Central Asian bulwark against Islamism was in growing danger from the deteriorating situation in Afghanistan. Kabulov was even more explicit. He openly raised the possibility of so called precautionary moves on the Russo-Kazakh border or the Caspian Sea or fighting the terrorists on the Amu Darya rather than on the Volga. Such outcomes would be a major calamity for Russia because Central Asia and particularly Kazakhstan are seen in Moscow as the final bulwark against the threat of Islamic terrorism and Moscow clearly holds to a domino theory about the spread of terrorism in Central Asia should Afghanistan fall to ISIS so that if Afghanistan were to fall to ISIS the threat would immediately sweep into Central Asia.

Furthermore, according to Kabulov, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan then knew of and shared Russia’s assessment of an imminent ISIS-led invasion of Central Asia even though many Western analysts consider that

42. Interfax, in English, 23 December 2014, retrieved from FBIS SOV.
43. J. Kucera, “Kremlin Talks UP ISIS Threat to Central Asia, Russia”, op. cit.
assessments of ISIS’ capabilities, especially in this theater, are overhyped. Indeed, others stated that there is no way ISIS could threaten Russia and that this argument is merely a smokescreen to conceal the growing Russian cooperation with the Taliban due to its rivalry with Washington. Be that as it may, Uzbekistan President Karimov stated his belief that an ISIS-led invasion was imminent during President Putin’s 2014 visit to Uzbekistan and Putin publicly shared them. Tajikistan’s President Rakhmonov had also become increasingly insistent about the approaching threat and Western analysts as well have seen the Taliban making inroads among the non-Pashtun peoples of Afghanistan, among them Uzbeks and Tajiks, as they advance towards the border with Central Asian states. Likewise, Russia’s General Staff also expected the Afghan situation to deteriorate once it was announced in 2014 that NATO and the US are leaving. Chief of the General Staff General Valery Gerasimov even warned Western attaches that Central Asia could come under threat due to NATO’s withdrawal. Kabulov expected Islamists to grow in number and expand operations to if not beyond the borders with Tajikistan and Turkmenistan in spring 2015. Similarly Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu stated that this US withdrawal necessitated maximal strengthening of security ties among Russia and Central Asian states.

While much of this assessment was clearly overdrawn, as there has been no collapse or invasion of Central Asia, these views, plus the exigencies of anti-Americanism, and Russia’s regional ambitions drive Russian thinking about the war in Afghanistan. Thus Putin, at the December 2014 summit of the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), openly warned the Russian and other armies there that they must prepare to take “preventive actions” in the light of a forthcoming threat to Central Asia from Afghanistan.

Shoigu also stated that Russian and Tajik defense forces must be ready for any scenario, including the most negative one. Therefore it is essential to bolstering the combat potential of those forces and the 201-st division base

45. J. Kucera, “Kremlin Talks UP ISIS Threat to Central Asia, Russia”, op. cit.
46. Interfax, in English, 10 December 2014, retrieved from FBIS SOV.
49. R. Weitz, “Moscow’s Afghan Endgame”, op. cit.
in Tajikistan.50 Such assessments continued through 2015.51 And since then Moscow has either pressured or been requested by Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan to open new bases or augment existing ones. Thus in 2017 in Tajikistan Moscow used the Iskander-M missiles in drills and is establishing an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) battalion there.52 In 2014-15 Kabulov was even more explicit. He openly raised the possibility of so called precautionary moves on the Russo-Kazakh border or the Caspian Sea or fighting the terrorists on the Amu Darya rather than on the Volga.53 This would mark a fundamental departure from Russia’s policy to date that really amounts to an attempt at deterrence and dissuasion of the terrorists but at the same time is more rhetorical than substantive.

However, it is not only concern about Afghanistan and the potential return of civil war that might spread into Central Asia or actually lead to an ISIS takeover that then exports terrorism and insurgency to Central Asia that drives Russian defense policy in Central Asia. In general Russia perceives Central Asia as a fragile region vulnerable to all kinds of threats and therefore an area that Russia must stabilize, if need be by itself or preferably with the local governments.54 Furthermore Russia believes that it is obliged to undertake this stabilization for if it fails not only will terrorists or worse, Americans, make their presence felt in Central Asia, Russia will then have demonstrated its inability to play the part of a great power and pole in its vaunted multipolar world.55 There is also an ever present perception in Russian and local governments' minds that there exists a substantial domestic underground of Islamic extremists in Central Asia or Jihadists who are waiting, regardless of trends in Afghanistan, to strike at local governments. While there is good reason to believe that this threat assessment of the imminent threat of Central Asian Islamic radicalism is substantially over-hyped; the fact of this perception and its staying power in official policy documents and mentalities helps drive Russia’s perception that it must be ready to deploy rapidly into Central Asia or at least possess that capability if need be.56

50. Interfax, in English, 23 December 2014, retrieved from FBIS SOV.
53. J. Kucera, “Kremlin Talks UP ISIS Threat to Central Asia, Russia”, op. cit.
55. Ibid.
Yet despite these warnings of doom and gloom Moscow, as noted above, still insisted that NATO bear primary responsibility for Afghanistan, thus reflecting its ambivalence since it also “finds it inexpedient to send border guards to reinforce the Tajik-Afghan border.”\(^{57}\) Similarly Kabulov also reported that Russia would not send its troops into Afghanistan.\(^{58}\)

**Russia’s vehicles for military influence**

Instead Moscow sought to strengthen its allies through the CSTO and military subsidies and enhance its presence inside Afghanistan by the use of all other available means of power at its disposal including searching for multilateral and bilateral partnerships even as it acts unilaterally to strengthen its forces in Central Asia.\(^{59}\) There is no doubt that in the last several years that Russia has steadily built up an extensive superstructure of military presence in Central Asia. First, its improvement in military capability over the last decade opens up possibilities for deployment to Central Asia. Second, Moscow can now legally recruit foreigners, including Muslims and Central Asian residents who speak Russian, into the Russian Army to create a kind of “French Foreign Legion à la Russe” force that can and will fight in local theaters.\(^{60}\) Third, there was even some discussion of the possibility of employing Ramzan Kadyrov’s Chechen or other Muslim forces not only in the North Caucasus but in Central Asia as well. Indeed, Kadyrov announced his willingness to send Chechens to perform special military missions for Putin that other organizations of the Russian forces cannot perform, e.g. in Ukraine or as Putin’s palace guard, or perhaps in Central Asia.\(^{61}\)

Furthermore, and fourth, Russia has now decided that it is safe to draft North Caucasian soldiers in numbers that would supply the army with about 10,000 servicemen annually. And they could be sent to Central Asia if needed. Some Chechen forces have been sent to Ukraine and participated in operations during 2014. More recently Chechen forces have been used in

---

\(^{57}\) Moscow, *Interfax*, 29 December 2014, retrieved from FBIS SOV.

\(^{58}\) Ibid.


\(^{60}\) “Putin Signs Decree Allowing Foreigners into Russia’s Army”, *The Moscow Times*, 7 January 2015, [https://themoscowtimes.com](https://themoscowtimes.com).

\(^{61}\) “Kadyrov zaiavil o gotovnosti chechenskikh dobrovolstev vypolnit’ prikazy prezidenta Rossii” [Kadyrov announced the readiness of Chechen volunteers to fulfill the orders of the Russian president], Interfax, 29 December 2014.
Syria and Libya. Indeed, several analysts argued that Russia should send North Caucasian troops who have gained experience fighting in Chechnya or throughout the region into Central Asia which might be expected—in case of future potential contingencies there due to terrorism and/or a collapse in Afghanistan—to feature a counterinsurgency operation or some would say hybrid wars resembling those in which Moscow has engaged since 1999.

Fifth, Russia is expanding its practice of exercises with local militaries; in 2015 it joined with Kazakh and Azeri naval personnel for joint exercises in the Caspian Sea. More recently the Kyrgyz Army announced plans to set up a joint force with Russia. Sixth, it is augmenting its own capabilities at its bases in Central Asia as well as in the Red Army by sending more and more attack fighter planes to its bases in Central Asia, clearly impressed by US tactics in Iraq and Afghanistan, and is adding hundreds of UAVs to its forces for both intelligence and potential strike missions. And as it augments its own capabilities it is also planning and conducting many more exercises a year than was previously the case.

Seventh Moscow possesses other vehicles for militarily influencing the situation in Central Asia such as the Collective rapid reaction force of the CSTO, its investments in defensive infrastructure in the region, its ability to subsidize local militaries with Russian weapons at cut-rate prices, military education programs for Central Asian officers and its links with local intelligence organizations. Taken in their totality these instruments give Moscow numerous points of leverage in Central Asia particularly with regard to defense issues.

Thus Moscow’s military responses through 2017 fell into the same categories as did its previous military policies in Central Asia, namely: expanding its own capabilities, enhancing cooperation among CSTO members by means of subsidizing them with Russian weapons, providing officer training, education, and security cooperation for police and border forces as well as military forces, bilateral deals to ensure a robust Russian

military presence in Central Asia, using the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO)’s Anti-Terror organization for police purposes against terrorists, joint anti-drug operations with Central Asians, and expanding cooperation with other interested governments who are engaged with Afghanistan or have a vital interest in its future course.

Because it is simultaneously engaging the Taliban and all the other interested parties to ensure that whatever happens it has a voice in Afghanistan, Moscow has enabled itself to use its contacts with all the parties to leverage their behavior just as it has done in the Middle East. Thus it is able to engage with both Kabul and the Taliban because it knows that Kabul cannot afford to spurn that Russian presence lest more support go to the Taliban. We see this form of “dual engagement” with regard to Russian investments in Afghanistan. Moscow has recently tried to increase its investment profile in Afghanistan. This obviously aims to impart some stability to the Afghan regime, show Moscow’s support for that regime, solidify an enduring Russian presence in Afghanistan, prepare for a post-American geopolitical competition for influence there, and establish linkages to key sectors and elites who would be willing to work with Russia once Washington and NATO depart. Such tactics perfectly epitomize the pattern cited above of playing both sides against the middle to enhance its leverage with all parties. In an effort to attract and presumably recruit Afghans to its side Moscow has also begun building a multi-million-dollar Russian cultural center in Kabul. In this respect, as reported by Frud Bezhan for Radio Free Europe Radio Liberty it is taking advantage of the fact that, Afghanistan is eager to bolster ties with major regional players like Russia and to obtain large foreign investments in construction and infrastructure projects in Afghanistan. Thus Russia’s efforts to establish a permanent presence within Afghanistan through the Ghani government are strengthened in its eyes by virtue of the fact that it can also influence Taliban behavior and thus threaten the regime if it refuses to accept Moscow’s terms. And the same holds true for its relationship with the Taliban. This is a typical pattern and tactic of Russian foreign policy particularly in divided countries. We see it in Moldova and Transnistria and equally in Iraq where it plays both the Kurds and the Baghdad government against each other. Indeed, in multi-ethnic or multi-confessional societies like Afghanistan, Moscow

habitually and relentlessly exploits these fissures to have supporters in each camp and leverage each group to act as it desires.

Such tactics lie at the heart of Russia’s overall national security strategy where either non-military or military force is used to create new rules of the game Moscow does not respect accepted ideas of sovereignty or territorial integrity, seeing them as instrumentalized weapons—just like it sees terrorism (see below). Instead, Moscow “instrumentalizes” “Gray area diplomacy”, as an acute form of non-linear destabilization and not only in Ukraine or Georgia but in Syria, Iraq, and elsewhere.

This examination of Russian military policy that has probably ruled out the return of Russian combat troops to Afghanistan reveals an ongoing pattern to leverage partnerships and alliances with all the interested parties in Afghanistan except for NATO since that is now obviously out of the question. Yet it will insist, as observed above, that NATO defends Afghanistan. Nevertheless, this policy means heightened military-political and military-economic engagement and deals with India, China, and Pakistan, and in the Chinese case an approach for what appears to be an open military alliance.

Furthermore, Moscow has long since come to believe that the US is actively inciting color revolutions across all of Asia and even was or still might be collaborating with terrorists against Russia’s efforts to integrate and subordinate Central Asia economically and strategically to Russia. Therefore it needs to create instruments of power and policy by which it can thwart not just the terrorists but also the Americans. Thus Russia is drafting an agreement for future supplies of weapons to Afghanistan. Clearly its engagement seems to be broader than a merely military one.

Moscow has also brokered an arrangement by which India would buy Russian arms and equipment, e.g. light artillery and mortars that will then go to the Afghan army. Since neither side can or will inject its own forces into Afghanistan and India does not have the necessary spares and equipment this arrangement works well as away of satisfying the enormous


needs of the Afghan army. This arrangement also builds on the upsurge of Russian direct investment in Afghanistan. This process thus enhances Moscow’s standing in Kabul and continues to build on its long-term partnership with India that now embraces Central Asia as well as South Asia. It may also be the case though we cannot be certain that Moscow will look benevolently upon the efforts of India and Central Asian governments to strengthen military ties with each other. The expansion of such ties clearly ranks among major recent Indian policy initiatives. And it meets the needs of Central Asian states as well, especially if they are continuing to balance their major power relationships.

Yet at the same time Russia began in 2013 to establish intelligence sharing with and, according to several reports, subsequent arms transfers to the Taliban. Concurrently it assessed a quagmire or defeat for NATO, grew its ties to Pakistan, began to hype the ISIS threat, and worsened its ties with the US. Kabulov, stated that “the Taliban interest objectively coincides with ours” in the fight against the Islamic State, which has captured broad swaths of territory in Syria and Iraq.” By 2015 it was reported that, in return for its help, Russia has supplied the Taliban with large caches of arms, claims Moscow has rebuffed. At the same time, the Taliban has formed and deployed a 1,000-member Special Forces detachment, arguably equipped with Russian-supplied intelligence, to fight ISIS. Time will tell whether Russia will boost its support to the Taliban still further.

Since then Russia has also shown increasing support for the Taliban as a prospective governing partner or even the nucleus of a future Afghanistan. Indeed, Russia is now transferring weapons to the Taliban. In addition, Russia is also advocating a new Afghan government to include the Taliban (who it assumes could be subject therefore to Russian leverage).
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And with Pakistan and China, Russia has urged an end to sanctions against the Taliban while also now supporting the Taliban’s demand for the exit of all foreign troops (i.e., NATO and US forces) from Afghanistan—an outcome that will almost certainly lead to the Taliban’s victory in a short time.\(^{81}\) Moscow pursues these improved ties with Pakistan and the Taliban despite Indian unhappiness although so far there has been no major rupture of Indo-Russian relations.\(^{82}\) At the same time Moscow is now trying to arrange a kind of peace conference regarding Afghanistan in Moscow with China, Pakistan, India, Iran, and, belatedly, Afghanistan while also promoting (along with Iran) the interests of the Taliban as part of any future government there.\(^{83}\) These conferences in February and April 2017 also represented efforts to build a regional platform Central Asia. Therefore Moscow sent out invitations to Russia, China, Afghanistan, India, Pakistan, Iran, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, and the US who refused to attend.\(^{84}\) Moreover, these meetings also clearly stood in opposition to the Kabul process as they attempted to project Russia’s primacy as a peacemaker in Afghanistan as opposed to that of the US. Furthermore, these moves also signify the ongoing anti-American turn in Russian foreign policy and, given the support of China and Pakistan, these moves also challenged India’s interests in Afghanistan.\(^{85}\) Thus Russian support for China could materially affect its ties with India even as those relations worsen due to the Indo-Chinese crisis in the border areas around Tibet and over Chinese support for Pakistan.\(^{86}\) Yet the absence of conferences since then suggests the failure of Moscow’s efforts to get much international traction. One reason for this failure perhaps is the fact that this series of connections among Russia, China, India, and Pakistan can easily spread into Central Asia, and poison their mutual relations especially as all

of them are members of the SCO. This could perhaps explain why in 2018 India and China agreed to undertake joint economic projects in Afghanistan, in a move that could upset Pakistan. According to Indian commentator, Srikanth Kondapalli, the idea of a joint project in Afghanistan goes back to 2010. Neither is it a secret that China has to take Pakistan into account before moving on Afghanistan. Nevertheless Beijing evidently has not found that Pakistan has helped ensure its security with regard to Afghanistan’s travails so it is trying this tack.

The Pakistani and Chinese Connection

The more intriguing question is why it acts this way, or what it is trying to achieve? To answer that question, we must examine Russian policy in a broader context than just Afghanistan and Central Asia. In particular, Russia’s concurrent rapprochement with Pakistan has to be assessed. These moves towards Afghanistan and Central Asia coincide with the rapprochement with Pakistan, and the growing effort to portray ISIS as the main threat to Russia that justifies inviting Russia into a grand international coalition against terrorism. Thus Nikolai Patrushev, Secretary of Russia’s Security Council, has recently stated (notably in Beijing) that, “The greatest threat to national security comes from a new generation of terrorists, uniting under the banners of ISIS.”

While there is good reason for assuming that this relationship with Pakistan is to some degree connected with Russia’s overall pivot to Asia and the ensuing enhancement of the Asian vector in Russian foreign policy as well as Russia’s Afghanistan policy; one of the curious facts about this bilateral relationship is that due to the absence of analysis there is little or no public record indicating Moscow’s motives over time for moving closer to Islamabad. Indeed, nobody writing about the pivot to Asia considers that it also comprises Russian policy in South Asia despite the major change in policy towards Pakistan. Four concurring and overlapping factors seem to be at work here though it is difficult to discern their particular importance. Nevertheless, they all more or less coincide with Putin’s return to power in 2012, the opening of ties with the Taliban in 2013 and the ensuing strengthening of ties to China while Russo-American relations plummeted. First, Putin’s return to the presidency in 2012 signified a reinvigoration of relations with China. Such an alignment was clearly a key point of his “election program”. Putin memorably stated that Russia would “catch the Chinese wind in its sails” (an image that also entails subordination to China) and derided the China threat theory. Subsequently Putin also indicated that Russia and China would begin discussing a “Great Eurasia project”,

which evidently comprises both China’s One Belt One Road (OBOR) and Russia’s Eurasian Economic Union (EEU). Presumably these talks are based upon China’s earlier assent to the idea of linking Russia’s plans for integrating Eurasia through the EEU to the OBOR project. Given India’s reserve about this newly titled Belt and road Initiative (BRI) and general rivalry with China along their mutual peripheries and Pakistan’s centrality to China’s grand design, a Sino-Russian alliance appears to be developing which implicitly works in favor of Pakistan and against Indian interests since in any such relationship China is the rider of the alliance and Russia the horse.

Since then, it has become clear that since 2014 if not earlier that Russia has become substantially more dependent upon Chinese economic and political support. Moscow has moved towards supporting China’s position on key Asian issues like the Korean Six-Party talks, the South China Sea, and on joint resistance to the US-South Korea-Japan project of the Terminal High Altitude Terminal Air Defense (THAAD). Given the cooling ties with India and the all-weather friendship of China and Pakistan as well as China’s immense investment in Pakistan it is reasonable to suspect that Chinese diplomats have urged Russia and Pakistan to improve their ties and find a basis for a common fight against terrorists who threaten those regimes as well as China’s, even if both Islamabad and Moscow are state sponsors of other terrorists.

Second, Russo-Pakistani relations may betray a Russian attempt to punish India for gravitating to the US during the coinciding tenures of Prime Minister Modi and President Obama. Despite the ongoing and large Indo-Russian arms relationship their economic relations have never seriously improved and India’s increasing turn to the West is discernible everywhere, e.g. in its arms imports and in its security policies, e.g. its closer ties to Japan.
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and Australia and cool relations with China. Therefore, according to Russian analysts Russia evidently intended to show India that it has other cards to play and “punish it” for “straying” from Russia by improving relations with Pakistan, selling it weapons, and even selling China advanced weapons before it sold them to India, thereby reversing the traditional Russian practice. At the same time, it has carefully calibrated this “punishment” to preserve the basis for amity with India. Nevertheless, the rapprochement with Pakistan moves forward and Russo-Indian ties, though strong, are nothing like what they were. Meanwhile the overall long-term trend of Indo-American relations is towards closer alignment.

Third, as noted above, Moscow clearly regards the Taliban as distinctly the lesser of two evils and apparently not as a potential threat either to Central Asia or the North Caucasus. That being the case, it thereby became necessary to open up and improve dialogue with Pakistan, the Taliban’s sponsor, whom Moscow probably regards as possessing considerable leverage and influence over the Taliban if not other terrorist groups, excepting ISIS. Since then these ties have improved while Afghanistan’s situation has not improved but visibly deteriorated. However, it could be that the decision to improve ties with Pakistan preceded and thus justified the decision to resume contacts with the Taliban. This, indeed, is one of the questions that needs to be more thoroughly investigated. If it is the tie to Pakistan that is driving the connections to the Taliban, that would justify a different set of US responses than if the Taliban tie was driving the rapprochement with Pakistan. Indeed, in December 2016 Russia convened discussions with Pakistan and China but not Afghanistan over a possible peace settlement in Afghanistan and those discussions have continued since then with Moscow convening a “peace conference”, offering to mediate between Kabul and the Taliban and urging a “government of national reconciliation to include the Taliban.

And whatever the actual sequence of Russian initiatives might be, Moscow is aiming to extract from both the Taliban and Pakistan guarantees that not only would Russia and Pakistan have guaranteed influence in a new government but also that the Taliban would then not support the use of Afghanistan as a base for the spread of terrorism into Central Asia and Russia and thus make Afghanistan (if that can be imagined) into a bulwark (with Pakistani support) against ISIS. At the same time, Moscow’s intimacy

with Iran has also led both those governments to promote the Taliban as a less dangerous alternative to ISIS who has “usurped” the Taliban’s previous role as the leading Islamist insurgency in Afghanistan.  

Understandably Kabul and Washington are furious with Moscow, but while Moscow may invite the Ghani government to participate in future meetings, the Taliban and Pakistan are clearly basking in the light of being recognized as a player in the resolution of the Afghan conflict that has gone on almost forty years. This bridge building over Kabul’s opposition may also signify Russia’s concurrent effort to make friends with anyone who is estranged, as Pakistan undoubtedly is, from Washington since anti-Americanism drives much of Russian foreign policy. So it would hardly be unusual if anti-Americanism did not somehow play into Moscow’s overall recalculation of its interests in South and Central Asia. Moreover, by sponsoring the Taliban’s role in any future government and taking the lead to bring about that outcome, Moscow forces itself into consideration as a future patron of any postwar Afghan government, especially if it contains Taliban members.

If this assessment holds, then it would represent another case where China, through purely diplomatic and economic means, had been able to induce Russia to change or reverse course on key foreign policies. We have already seen the sale of equity in Russian energy assets to China, often at fire sale or dubious prices, e.g. in the Power of Siberia gas pipeline where the price of gas remains to this day a state secret, or in advanced weapons that Russia never before sold first to China before selling it to India as in the SU-35 Fighter. Russia’s rapprochement with Pakistan, even though Russian experts had long said that Moscow regarded that state as the most dangerous potential proliferator and sponsor of terrorism, might represent another example of this phenomenon. And if so, it would represent another significant indicator in the trend lines of the overall Russo-Chinese relationship as well as an epochal development in Moscow’s South and Central Asian policies.

In its dealings with Pakistan Russia’s instruments are the usual ones of its pursuit of partners, arms sales and potential energy deals. While Pakistan’s hunger for energy is well known; the rapprochement began with negotiations over arms sales that have now taken place and there have been several years of still inconclusive energy deals that may or may not lead somewhere. But if one extrapolates from the history of US-Pakistan relations of which Moscow cannot be unaware, then it is likely that these material

---
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inducements are unlikely to make Pakistan any more reliable or dependable to Moscow than it was to the US; Neither is it likely to stop Pakistan from continuing to sponsor myriad terrorist groups in South Asia and Afghanistan. Those assets are far too valuable to Islamabad for it to dispense with them to please Russia of whom it probably remains suspicious and with good reason. Thus this new partnership may remain to some degree a marriage of convenience. However, given the coincidence of the two sides’ interests in Afghanistan and the potential role of China, this marriage and the convenience that it affords to both sides may last quite a while longer and become a deeper, even triangular arrangement, and lead into new branches and byways that would leave behind important consequences in Asian and world politics. An assessment of the role played by Russia in Afghanistan in the context of its ties to China and Pakistan would go far in helping to understand these dynamic processes. Despite the rapprochement with Pakistan it is likely that the latter’s continued support for terrorism in India and Afghanistan is problematic. That certainly is the case in Pakistan’s relations with China. Indeed, in 2016, Moscow firmly supported India’s cross border raids across the Line of Control in Kashmir in response to Pakistani-supported terrorism.101

Assessing Russia’s Goals

Understanding the complex interstate dynamics at work here would also enable us to provide an assessment of Russia’s objectives that goes beyond merely cataloguing its regional activities. It would also help CENTCOM and policymakers understand and navigate the treacherous currents of South Asian rivalries. Obviously without such an understanding and assessment it becomes difficult not only to grasp Russia’s goals and these complex dynamics but also what we need to do to advance American interests and overcome Russian and other governments’ obstructions. In assessing Russia’s goals, it is only the beginning of wisdom to say that the main goals of its foreign policy are to preserve Putin and his system in power by isolating Russia from the West and creating a besieged fortress mentality in Russia among the population. In other words, as regards Russia it is clear that regime interest prevails by a huge margin over the national interest. And there is abundant evidence to substantiate that conclusion. Moreover, it is clear that demonstrating to all the world that Russia is a great power and must be consulted on all major issues of international security is equally essential to this construction of Russian goals and applies as much to Central and South Asia as it does elsewhere.

Nevertheless, rapprochement with Pakistan and support for the Taliban go beyond those considerations and are not necessary to achieve these particular goals. While it also is the case that Russia, as a matter of policy instrumentalizes the use of terrorism for its own benefit as it has done in Ukraine and the Middle East, it supports for the Taliban is not explained by this fact. Indeed, despite the statements calling ISIS and Islamic terrorism the main or most urgent threat, the fact is that Russia has done very little against ISIS, nothing in Afghanistan and relatively little in Syria. Although ISIS in the North Caucasus and potentially in Central Asia represents serious and genuine threats to Russia, NATO clearly regards the Taliban in Afghanistan as a greater threat than ISIS. And support for the Taliban, such as that manifested by Russia and its other partners, is not needed to ensure the security of Central Asia, the stated purpose of Russian intelligence
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sharing and weapons transfers to the Taliban. This is because Moscow, since the 1990s, has been warning about the generic terrorist threat from Afghanistan that clearly includes the Taliban. Similarly Moscow has often inveighed against the practice of labeling a group “good” terrorists and their opponents as “bad” terrorists even if it consciously does so itself. So there is no good a priori reason to believe that suddenly in 2013 the Taliban changed its stripes to merit Russian support. The reasons for Russian support of the Taliban therefore go beyond concern for the security of Central Asia.

Therefore, we must look deeper and more broadly afield to grasp the totality of Russian goals here beyond shoring up the regime, protecting Central Asia and Russia against terrorism and being acknowledged as a great, independent, sovereign power in order to explain support for the Taliban and Pakistan over India and Afghanistan. These policies are not needed to accomplish those aims and in fact some of these actions may be counterproductive to the aim of protecting against terrorism given Moscow’s support for Pakistan and its terrorist protégé the Taliban.

Conclusions

There is no reason to believe that Russian engagement in and about Afghanistan will cease anytime soon or resolve itself peacefully without resort to other manifestations of proxy war like terrorism if the US withdraws. Russia’s participation in the great game—of which these policies are merely the latest manifestation or turn of the wheel—goes back over a century and is now intimately tied up with its vital interests, threat perceptions, and sense of itself as a great power. But adding a few thousand more troops and increasing pressure on Pakistan, even if the latter is done quite brutally, is unlikely to be enough to stabilize Afghanistan or to discourage Russia and the other external actors from continuing to support what has become a proxy war. Indeed, it is fair to observe that Afghanistan has been destabilized form without and within for almost 40 years and it is doubtful if anyone even knows how to reassemble the component parts of a functioning and self-sufficient Afghan state. Nevertheless, when Russia and its partners like Pakistan and China either actively or passively support the ongoing destabilization of Afghanistan or any other state it is not enough to send a few thousand more troops and pressure only one of the external bad actors even if it, like Pakistan, might be the worst offender there. What is clear is that absent a real political strategy to accompany the military one no real resolution of this forty year-war is achievable in any foreseeable future and that is also because Afghanistan’s internal wounds facilitate endless replays of the Great Game like the one currently in view. And despite President Trump’s proclamation of a new strategy; it still is the case that we have yet to see this new strategy, and even if we do, it still may not be enough to change either Pakistan or Russia, or China’s impulse to intervene in Afghanistan’s seemingly endless travails.
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